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When the SAINTESS heard Yun chujiu say this, she did not say anything for a long time. It was obvious 

that she was a little conflicted. 

 

 

Yi mama hurriedly said, “Saintess, there are some things that I don’t know whether to say or not…” 

 

 

“If you don’t know whether to say or not, then don’t say it. Can’t you see that the SAINTESS and I are 

discussing a big matter? Don’t you know how to avoid it? Do you really take yourself seriously?”Yun 

chujiu berated Sheng nv unhappily. 

 

 

It was not easy for Yi Mama to hold back the urge to fly into a rage, she said to Sheng NV, “Sheng NV, 

the mnemonic chant is of great importance. You must not hand it over to Lin Chuchu. Once she has 

ulterior motives and hands the mnemonic chant to Vice Palace Master Liu, your and young master’s 

lives will be lost!” 

 

 

When Sheng nv heard what Yi Mama said, her heart could not help but waver again. Yi Mama was doing 

this for her sake. could she really have wronged her? 

 

 

Yun Chujiu was afraid that Sheng NV would be deceived by Yi Mama’s acting skills, she quickly said, 

“Saintess, am I such an ungrateful person? I, Lin Chuchu, swear to the heavens that if I give the 

mnemonic to Vice Palace Master Liu, I will be struck by lightning and die a horrible death!” 

 

 



Sheng nv and Yi Mama were stunned, sheng nv came back to her senses and coldly said to Yi Mama, 

“Chuchu has already made a poison vow, so she naturally won’t lie to me. You can go out. I want to 

teach chuchu the mnemonic, so it’s not convenient for outsiders to be present.” 

 

 

Yi Mama was also confused by Yun Chujiu’s sudden vow. She really could not understand why Yun chujiu 

would make a vow. When she saw Sheng nv’s firm attitude, she could only leave the main hall with 

dissatisfaction. 

 

 

However, Yi Mama did not go far after she left the main hall. Instead, she stood by the door and looked 

inside through the crack. 

 

 

“Chu Chu, this chant is very complicated. I don’t think you will be able to remember it in a short time. I 

will write it on a piece of paper for you. After you memorize it, you must destroy the chant, 

understand?” 

 

 

“Don’t worry, Saintess. I know this is an important matter. I’ll recite it diligently when I get back to the 

dormitory. After I’ve memorized it, I’ll destroy the chant and copy a fake copy.” 

 

 

“That’s not right! Your dormitory is too unsafe. You can recite it here. After you’ve memorized it, 

destroy the chant and return to the dormitory.” 
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“That’s fine too. I’ll listen to you, Saintess. I’ll recite it here.” 



 

 

The SAINTESS picked up a pen and wrote a page full of paper, handing it to Yun Chujiu. “This is the chant 

to summon the Netherworld shrine. This is a page that concerns my life and death. Don’t let anyone else 

see it except for you, understand?” 

 

 

“Don’t worry, Saintess. I’ll start reciting it now. Don’t leave either. Stay with me. I’ll feel more at 

ease!”Yun Chujiu said 

 

 

“Alright. I have nothing to do anyway. I’ll just stay with you.” 

 

 

Hence, Sheng NV took out a book from her storage ring and flipped through it. Yun chujiu sat at the side, 

shaking her head and reciting the mnemonic chant silently. 

 

 

Yi Mama gnashed her teeth in hatred. She had been hiding by Sheng NV’s side for so many years, but 

she had not been able to obtain the mnemonic chant to summon the Netherworld shrine. She had not 

expected Lin Chuchu to obtain the mnemonic chant in just a few days. 

 

 

No, she could not let this Lin Chuchu succeed. If she could memorize the chant, she would definitely look 

for Vice Palace Master Liu to claim credit. Although she had sworn an oath, she had many wicked ideas. 

She might have some other way, for example, she would tell the chant to a third person, and then the 

third person would relay it to Vice Palace Master Liu. 

 

 



If this Lin Chuchu really became the SAINTESS, she would definitely torture her to death. Instead of 

letting her claim credit, it would be better for her to obtain the chant and look for Vice Palace Master 

Liu. That way, she would have the upper hand. Yes, let’s do it! 


